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iPhone to share spotlight with 
services at Apple’s big event

Mexico’s budget 
needs to balance 
weak growth, 
fiscal discipline
MEXICO CITY: The Mexican government’s highly-
anticipated 2020 budget will have to strike a careful
balance, weighing the realities of slowing economic
growth and dwindling resource generation with com-
mitments to fiscal discipline. Market watchers, credit
ratings agencies and investors will pour over the
budget proposal when Finance Ministry officials
present it to the Lower House of Congress on Sunday
evening for guidance on President Andres Manuel
Lopez Obrador’s spending priorities for Latin
America’s second largest economy.

Finance Minister Arturo Herrera said on
Wednesday the budget package will be “extraordinar-
ily responsible,” while the central bank has under-
scored in its most recent
statements the impor-
tance that it must “gen-
erate confidence.” Lopez
Obrador has promised
another austere spend-
ing plan with no new
taxes or tax increases.

But the government
has limited room to cut
more fat from programs
after it reduced funding
for several ministries in
order to centralize
spending, fight public
sector corruption and
honor a campaign pledge to implement fiscal austeri-
ty in its first budget in December.

Mexico’s hospitals, the immigration service and
shelters for victims of domestic violence were among
the services hit by the steep budget cuts. “We have
to recognize that we have a serious income problem,
we have the decision and commitment of maintaining
a surplus, of fulfilling the financial obligations of the
Mexican state,” said Alfonso Ramirez Cuellar, who
chairs the budget committee in the Lower House.

Falling oil production and prices, as well declining
resources from income and value-added taxes as
Mexico’s economy barely escaped entering a reces-
sion, have meant lower government resources, said
Ramirez Cuellar, who is also a member of Lopez
Obrador’s leftist National Regeneration Movement.

He said the government’s spending priorities next
year will include the key energy sector, health, educa-
tion and beefing up the National Guard, a new securi-
ty force created by Lopez Obrador to bring down
record homicide rates. Security Minister Alfonso
Durazo said he expected the budget to set aside 56
billion pesos ($2.87 billion) for the National Guard.

The National Guard has been tasked with helping
to patrol Mexico’s borders, a move meant to placate
President Donald Trump’s demands of stemming the
flow of US-bound migrants.

Mexico has reduced the flow of undocumented
migrants crossing the country toward the US border
by 56% between May and August, Foreign Minister
Marcelo Ebrard said on Friday. Other spending prior-
ities will likely include infrastructure projects such as
a new refinery, the so-called Mayan Train project and
transfers to state-owned oil company Pemex.

“All of the president’s priority projects will be
included in the budget and some will require more
resources than this year,” Eurasia Group analysts
Carlos Petersen, Daniel Kerner and Ana Abad said in
a research note. One of the most salient measures of
Lopez Obrador’s commitment to fiscal responsibility
will be the primary fiscal surplus targeted for next
year. In order to keep markets happy the primary fis-
cal surplus needs to be above 0.5 percent of GDP,
since going below that “would signal a weakening
commitment to fiscal discipline,” according to
Alberto Ramos, head of Latin American research at
Goldman Sachs in New York. — Reuters

Tech giant steps up efforts in content and services for its devices 
SAN FRANCISCO:  The iPhone will be front and center at
Apple’s upcoming media presentation event as the
California tech giant steps up its efforts in content and
services for its devices. In its trademark, tight-lipped style,
Apple disclosed little about its plans for tomorrow’s event
at its headquarters in the Silicon Valley city of Cupertino.
For years now, Apple has hosted events in the fall to launch
new iPhone models ahead of the holiday shopping season.

Speculation is that Apple will introduce three upgraded
iPhones, including “Pro” models, and a successor to its
more affordable iPhone XR, as premium handset prices
hover around $1,000. 

Some analysts say services, subscriptions and online
content will share the stage with the company’s glitzy
hardware as Apple seeks to shift its focus. “I think it is
going to be the first year the event is going to also be
about services,” Creative Strategies analyst Carolina
Milanesi said. “We might get to see what Apple looks like
as a company when they are talking about services and
hardware as one product.” Milanesi was curious to see
whether Tuesday’s presentation includes offers iPhone
deals that  “bundle” music, television or game services
with new handsets.

“You have an opportunity to really bring value to the
hardware with services,” Milanesi said.

TV+ turned on? 
Apple recently released a smartphone-generation

credit card in the US and is keen to launch its TV+
streaming service before Disney goes live with a rival
service in November. Many wonder whether the launch of
Apple TV+ will be among tomorrow’s announcements.
With Hollywood stars galore, Apple unveiled streaming
video plans along with news and game subscription offer-
ings as part of an effort to shift its focus to digital content

and services to break free of its reliance on iPhone sales.
The company also plans to launch a new game sub-

scription service called Apple Arcade internationally by
the end of this year. Apple managed to grow its overall
revenues, albeit by a modest one percent, to $53.8 billion,
even as iPhone revenues plunged nearly 12 percent in the
April-June period.

The company delivered strong growth from digital con-
tent and services that include its Apply Pay and Apple
Music, along with wearables and accessories like the
Apple Watch and Air Pods.

Some of those accessories could also get upgrades
tomorrow.

China wild card 
Analysts warn that Apple still faces challenges as rivals

chip away at the smartphone market, in which the iPhone’s
share is less than 12 percent. As the iPhone maker refines
its handsets, other makers are pushing into new areas such
as 5G devices and folding smartphones.

Wedbush Securities analyst Dan Ives said in a note to
investors that he expected a “trifecta of iPhone 11s” that
will help the company “put a fence around” its user base.
About a third of the 900 million iPhone users around the
world are in an upgrade “window,” meaning a strong
potential for handset sales, according to Ives. “While
China remains a wild card, we are bullish into Apple’s
future” in the coming year, Ives said.

China accounts for about 17 percent of Apple sales
overall, and has tremendous room for growth, according to
Techsponential analyst Avi Greengart. The trade war
between the US and China has complicated Apple’s effort
to gain ground in that market, where gains by local titan
Huawei have come partly at the California-based compa-
ny’s expense. “Apple needs Chinese consumers to treat the

iPhone as a preferred premium brand at a tricky geopoliti-
cal moment,” Greengart said.

“Huawei’s premium smartphone, laptop, and tablet sales

have been surging inside China partly based on national-
ism as a response to the trade war with the US and specif-
ic US government actions against Huawei.” — AFP

Arturo Herrera

CAPURTINO: Speculation is that Apple will introduce three upgraded iPhones, including “Pro” models, and a successor to its
more affordable iPhone XR, as premium handset prices hover around $1,000. 

Stripped-back auto
show mirrors German
car industry gloom
FRANKFURT: Frankfurt’s biennial International Auto
Show (IAA) opens its doors to the public Thursday, but
major foreign carmakers are staying away while climate
demonstrators march outside-forming a microcosm of the
industry’s woes.

“There have never been so many cancellations by car-
makers,” said Ferdinand Dudenhoeffer of the Centre for
Automotive Research (CAR).

“The IAA is turning into a trade fair packed with prob-
lems,” he added, in the image of the German manufacturers
who host it. Giants like Mercedes-Benz maker Daimler,
BMW and Volkswagen are seeing their engineering
advantage and profit margins eroded-even as the global
economic outlook darkens.

The potential blow of US tariffs on European auto
imports hangs over many carmakers, who have already
suffered from an escalating Washington-Beijing trade con-
frontation due to their American factories.

Meanwhile three of the world’s four largest carmakers
will stay away from the IAA this year: the French-Japanese
Renault-Nissan-Mitsubishi alliance, Japan’s Toyota and
US-based General Motors (GM).

Other heavyweights like Italian-American Fiat-Chrysler
and France’s PSA have also absented themselves, as well
as some of the best-known luxury brands. The remaining
manufacturers huddled in Frankfurt’s massive trade fair
complex have one major priority: stoking enthusiasm for
new electric models set for release this year, as new EU
carbon emissions limits enter into force from 2020.

● Pricey targets 
If manufacturers cannot squeeze the average carbon

dioxide (CO2) output of their fleets below 95 grammes per
kilometre, they will be fined a hefty 95 euros ($105) per
excess gramme on each car registered.

After years of delay, German manufacturers still lag for-
eign competitors like California’s Tesla on the costly
research and development for electric alternatives that can
score in the mass market.

Even at the high end, Volkswagen subsidiary Audi has
failed to dent Tesla with its e-Tron electric SUV.

And stablemate Porsche is betting buyers will be pre-

pared to fork out a massive premium over the Californian
brand’s top models for its new battery-powered Taycan.

That makes VW’s Frankfurt launch of its ID.3 — a com-
pact all-electric car that it compares to the legendary
Beetle and Golf-of vital importance, as the tip of the spear
in the sprawling conglomerate’s 30-billion-euro electric
offensive. The first model based on VW’s modular MEB
electric platform, ID.3 “is almost critical to survival” for the
company, Stefan Bratzel of the Center of Automotive
Management told AFP. “It has to be a success, the shot has
to hit home, because a lot is riding on it.”

● Marchers expected 
Where big international competitors will be lacking, cli-

mate demonstrators are planning to make up the numbers
at this year’s IAA.

Thousands are expected to hit the streets Saturday,
reaching the trade fair on bicycles or on foot, while a
blockade is scheduled Sunday amid calls for a “transport

revolution”. After taking on coal mining over the summer,
the environmentalists are turning their fire on a sector that
long seemed untouchable. As Germany’s biggest manufac-
turing industry employing around 800,000 people, the car
sector was also protected through deep connections to
traditional political parties.

But the winds are changing in German politics.
Climate change has shot up voters’ agenda after a

fierce 2018 drought and months of “Fridays for Future”
demonstrations by schoolchildren, while the Greens are
polling at unprecedented levels and made big gains in this
year’s European elections.

Meanwhile a years-long diesel emissions cheating
scandal rumbles on, as a case by 400,000 car owners
against VW over “dieselgate” opens in three weeks’ time.

And on September 20, all eyes will be on Chancellor
Angela Merkel’s beleaguered coalition government in
Berlin, as it unveils a comprehensive new climate strategy
ahead of a UN summit. — AFP

FRANKFURT: Frankfurt’s biennial International Auto Show (IAA) opens its doors to the public Thursday, but major foreign
carmakers are staying away while climate demonstrators march outside-forming a microcosm of the industry’s woes.

UAW scandal, 
weakening car 
sales mean tough 
contract talks
NEW YORK:  Detroit carmakers and the United Auto
Workers faced a challenging backdrop to contract talks
even before prosecutors escalated a corruption probe of
the union in recent days. Uncertainties surrounding US
trade policy and fuel economy rules have clouded the
industry’s outlook for months, while residual anger over
plant closures has deepened worker suspicions of man-
agement as the US economy shows signs of slowing.

But rank-and-file workers-who must ratify any contract
agreement-are also feeling skeptical of union management.
On August 28, less than three weeks before the four-year
UAW contract with General Motors, Ford and Fiat
Chrysler Automobiles (FCA) expires, the FBI raided the
home of UAW President Gary Jones.

Then on Wednesday, former union official Michael
Grimes pleaded guilty to charges of taking bribes from
vendors connected to a training fund, the ninth guilty plea
in the long-running US criminal investigation. The scandal
has boosted the already elevated odds of a strike, labor
experts say. “It makes it much more difficult to get it rati-
fied,” said Arthur Wheaton, an expert in industrial labor
relations at Cornell University, who thinks the odds of a
strike are especially high at GM and FCA.

Strike is authorized 
Talks began in July to replace a four-year contract that

expires September 14. Besides a strike or new contract, the
two sides could agree to temporarily extend the contract.
The automakers’ contracts, negotiated in three separate
rounds, are usually similar but not identical. GM said
Tuesday that it hopes for “an agreement that builds a
strong future for our employees and our business.” The
UAW, for its part, won overwhelming support from all
three workforces to authorize a strike if necessary. 

“We are ready to stand strong for our future,” Jones
said in a statement. “We are focused. We are prepared and
we are all ready to stand up for our members, our commu-
nities and our manufacturing future.” The list of unpre-
dictables includes the limbo state of a revamped North
American Free Trade Agreement, a burgeoning fight
between California and the Trump administration over fuel
economy rules, and the volatile, wild-card role of
President Donald Trump, who has not been shy about

going after companies or union officials on Twitter.
“There’s a ton of uncertainty,” said Kristin Dziczek, vice
president of industry, labor and economics at the Center
for Automotive Research in Michigan. She sees a higher
chance of a strike than in past contract talks. “We don’t
know the rules of trade in North America yet, we don’t
know the fuel economy regulations,” she added. “These
are huge things.”

Anger at GM 
Key issues once again include nuts-and-bolts items

such as wages and health care benefits. The companies are
also hoping to win concessions on greater use of tempo-
rary workers, a bone of contention for labor. The talks
come at the tail end of a strong period of auto sales that
has begun to ebb as more economists predict a recession
in the next couple of years.

Both sides are aware of the forecasts, and the union will
want guarantees on work levels and pay, while companies
will be seeking flexibility. Dziczek pointed to a “fundamen-
tal friction” between the two sides that translates into  this
sort of conflicting thinking: “‘If things get worse, let’s make
sure we’re protected,’ versus ‘If things get worse, let’s
make sure we don’t get locked in to higher costs.’”

The union is also likely to press for strengthened con-
tract language after GM announced last November that it
was effectively shuttering five plants in North America,
including facilities in Ohio and Michigan that were “unallo-
cated” for production. Politicians from both parties criti-
cized GM loudly. They included Trump, whose re-election
could hinge on Ohio, Michigan and other industrial
Midwestern states. The announcement affected 2,800
hourly workers, all of whom were eligible for a new job if
they could relocate.   The union cried foul, saying the move
violated the existing contract that promised no plant clo-
sures during the contract’s lifespan. The matter is now
being litigated in court. — AFP

NEW YORK: In this file photo, General Motors Chairman
and CEO Mary Barra and United Auto Workers President
Gary Jones opened the 2019 GM-UAW contract talks in
July with the traditional ceremonial handshakes. — AFP


